55th Big 10 Wrestling Tournament
At Michigan State

Team Champion  Michigan State - 92 Points
Outstanding Wrestler  Jeff Smith - Michigan State

Top Ten Team Scores  Number of Individual Champs in parentheses

1  Michigan State  92 (6)  6  Wisconsin  19
2  Iowa  50  7  Indiana  14 (1)
3  Northwestern  41  7  Illinois  14
3  Michigan  41 (2)  9  Ohio State  11
5  Minnesota  24  10  Purdue  0

Champions and Place Winners

123  1st: Bissell, Gary - Michigan State (7-1)  2nd: Nichols, Frank - Minnesota
3rd: Parke, Glenn - Illinois (3-2)  4th: Romano, Frank - Ohio State
130  1st: Hudson, Lou - Michigan (10-8)  2nd: Ellis, Mike - Michigan State
3rd: Lamphere, Reid - Minnesota (1-0)  4th: Dunn, Jack - Northwestern
137  1st: Lowrance, Keith - Michigan State (WBF 2:59)  2nd: Buttrey, Steve - Northwestern
3rd: Rubin, Mike - Michigan (5-1)  4th: Briggs, Don - Iowa
145  1st: Lentz, Jim - Indiana (14-8)  2nd: Nicholas, Bob - Wisconsin
3rd: Rott, Dennis - Illinois (5-2)  4th: Pelcl, Gary - Minnesota
152  1st: Abajace, John - Michigan State (4-1)  2nd: Zeman, Otto - Northwestern
3rd: Wells, Joe - Iowa (2-0)  4th: Marshall, Chuck - Illinois
160  1st: Muir, Tom - Michigan State (3-2)  2nd: Mihal, Rich - Iowa
167  1st: Rawls, Jesse, Sr. - Michigan (12-4)  2nd: DeVries, Steve - Iowa
3rd: Laursen, Bill - Northwestern (4-3)  4th: Karslake, Pat - Michigan State
177  1st: Zindel, Jack - Michigan State (6-3)  2nd: Cornell, Pete - Michigan
3rd: Streilner, Verlyn - Iowa (13-4)  4th: Kruse, Tom - Ohio State
UNL  1st: Smith, Jeff - Michigan State (WBF 3:19)  2nd: Hellickson, Russ - Wisconsin
3rd: Stearns, Dale - Iowa (7-3)  4th: Kraft, Dan - Northwestern